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1. Introduction
Thin-film silicon-on-insulator (SOg is atfiactive as the key

technology for low-voltage, low-power and high-speed operation of
sernicon&rctor devices. we have proposed device stnrctures with
the partial hench isolation and the hybrid trench isolation, and have
reported their validity [1], [2]. Intensive efforts have been rnade to
irryrove wafer qualities, and hence these have rnade remarkable
progress.

However, it is srpposed tbat device characteristics on SOI wafers
ted to be stongly influe,lrcedby rnetal contamination conpared with
that on bulk wafers, because of the buried oxide (BOX) layer.
Figue I stpws ttre behavior of rnetal contaminants on bulk and SOI
wafers, schematically. Most of rretal contaminants on bulk wafers
are captured by extrinsic gettering layer such as polysilicon back
coatiug and/or intinsic gettering site such as oxygen precipitates
dlring high tenperature annealing in device fabrication processes.
It is well knoum that the BOX layer srppresses diffirsion of sorne
rnetal contaminants into the srryport substate from trre sol layer and
that the contaminants are remained in the SOI layer [3], and
metal-silicon corryounds will be formed- These corryounds becorne
a cause of degradation of device characteristics, such as anormlous
junction leakage currents and the lack of GoI. Higher performance
and reliable devices may require lower metal contamination level.
It is considerdthat gettering tectrniques by gettering sites contiguous
with the SOI layer are necessary in uder to irryrove SOI device
characteristics andyreldby avoiding rnetal contaminatim in the near
funre.

In this paper, we prqpose an effective gettering teclrnique using a
polysilicon subsnate contact structure contiguous with the SoI layer.
Mor@vern we also propose an SOI device structure that has gettering
abitity without losing advantages of the SOI stucture.

2. Sample Preparation
P-t)"e (100) oriented 200 run 0 boded SOI wafers with

200nm SOI and 400 m BOX were used The SOI thickness was
reduced into 150 nm by ttrcrmal oxidation and HF removal. The
saryle structrue in this experirent is shown in Fig. 2. polysilicon
plugs connect the SOI layer to the support subsfrate. The plugs are
rnade of {opd polysilicon We also prepared another
sarryle with tlre SOI layer into which BFz was irrylanted with the
dose of 4El5 ionilm2 in onder to evaluate trre gettering ability of
polysilicon plugs at the area that has ion-inplantation induced defects.
The sarryles were intentionally contaminated with Co atoms ard
annmled at 850C ftr 30 seconds in nitrogen afirosphere.

3. Evaluation Method of the Gettering Ability
We evaluated the getteriag ability of polysilicon plugs by

neaswing the density and distribution of co induced defects at the
area close to polysilicon plws. schermtic irnages of a forrnation
mechanisrn of the defect are shonm in Fig. 3. The defects are
fornpdby the heat treatmeirt following intentional co contamination
in the SOI layo. Figrre 4 shows a cross-sectional TEM photograph
and a rezult of TEM-EELS analysis of the defect. From these
results, it is found that the defects are intoduced parallel to si (l l l)

plane and a part of ttre defect reaches the SOIIBOX interface.
Therefore, it is considered the defect is a Co silicide platelet [4].
Figure 5 is the cross-sectimal SEM photograph of the defect after
HF dipping, which corresponded to Fig. 3 (C). The BOX layer
under the defect was etched with Itr solution It is found that the
Co indrced defect beconp the origin of ttr defect. Therefore, Co
induced defects can be delineated as IIF defects as shown in Fig. 6
and the density of Co induced defects can be evaluated as the HF
defect d€msity.

In this study, the evaluation of density and distribution of Co
induced defects was carried out in this way.

4. Gettering Ability of Poly-Si Plug
An optical image of Co induced defects after HF dipping in the

BF2-implanted saryle is shown in Fig. 7. The defects are no,t
ge,neratod near the plugs. Figrne 8 shows the dependence of the
defect deosity on the distance frompolysilicon plug area. It is found
that a width of non-defective area in non-irylanted saqle is wider
than that in the BFz-irylanted sarryle. No defects are ge,lreratd in
non-irrylanted sarryle. On the other han{ the width of
non-defective area is about 10 um in the BFz-inrylanted sanple. It
is clarified that polysilicon phrgs have the ability to decrease retal
contamirunts in quantity from high irylanted dose are.a, such as
source ard&ainregion.

It was reported that diffirsivity of Co in Si was large [4], and it is
expected that the diffirsion l€qgth will be over l00um on this heat
teafnent condition. Every point is in the distance of less than 45
rm from plugs in this shrdy. Therefore, it is considered that Co
contaminants were gettered and no defects were generated in
non-irrylanted saryle. In the case of tre BF2-irylanted sarryle, it
is considered that crystal defects in&ced during ion irylantation
work as gettering sites and Co contaminants are gettered by these
defects. Therefore non-defisctive area maybeconr smaller than that
in non-irylanted sanr$rle.

Figure 9 shows a result of the defect observation at the
BF2-irrylanted area with high-d€nsity plugs. The largest distance
betwee,n adjoining polysilicon plugs is Surn It is confirrned that no
defects are generated at this area.

5. SOI Device Structure with Gettering Ability
A schematic irnage of an SOI device structure that has metal

gettering ability is shorrn in Fig. 10. Polysilicon plugs connect the
SOI layer rrnder tlrc partial tench isolation to the sr4port substate.
This gettering teclniEre is valid for devices with partial tench
isolation because the silicon layer under the isolation comects
adjace,nt active area. Therefore, it is expected ttrat ttre devices with
partial hench isolation have still hieh€r reliability by using this
gettering tecbniqne. Moreover, this structure can ad the metal
gettering ability to SOI devices, without losing the advantage of the
SOI stnrcture.

6. Conclueions
The gettaing ability of polysilicon plugs that connect tlre SOI

layer to the support subsfiate is evaluated by focusing the density of
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Co indrced d€fects. It is oonfinrpd that no defects are generated at
the area from polysilicon plug area to distance of 45 um in
non-irnplanted sarqrle, and l0 um in the BFz-irrylanted sanqrls.
Therefore, the effect of gettering can be expected enough in real
devices.

Fig.l Schematic irnages of the behavior of mgal impurities on (a) bulk and O) SOI wafers.

TEM photopnaph Co mapping image
Fig.4 Cross-sectional TEM photograph and a result of TEM-EBLS
analysis of a Co induced deftct.
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Fig.2 Sample stnrcture in this experiment.
Polpilicon plugs connect the SOI lalar to
the support substrate.
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Fig.7 Optical view of Co induced defects
in the BFT.implanted saryle.
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21Fig.3 Schematic images of a

furmation mechanism of Co
induced defects.
(a) Intentional Co contamination
(b) Co induced defects formation
bythe heat heatment
(c)ttr defects forrnation by IIF
dipping
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Fig.5 Cross sectional SEM
photograph of a Co induced
defect after Itr dippine.

Fig.6 Top view of Co
induced defects by SEM.
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Fig.8 Dependence of the defect density on the
distance from the polycilicon plug area.
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Fig.lO Schematic irnage
of an SOI device
stlucture that has metal
gettering ability.
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Fig.9 Optical view
BFaimplanted area
high-density plugs.
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